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Abstract
Classical logics are explosive, meaning that everything follows from a contradiction. Paraconsistent
logics are logics that are not explosive. This paper presents the meta-theory of a paraconsistent
infinite-valued logic, in particular new results showing that while the question of validity for a given
formula can be reduced to a consideration of only finitely many truth values, this does not mean
that the logic collapses to a finite-valued logic. All definitions and theorems are formalized in the
Isabelle/HOL proof assistant.
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1 Introduction

Classical logics are by design explosive – everything follows from a contradiction. This is mostly
uncontroversial, but it seems problematic for certain kinds of reasoning. In paraconsistent
logics, everything does not follow from a contradiction. Non-classical logics should also
enjoy the benefits of formalization, and therefore this paper presents a formalization of a
paraconsistent infinite-valued propositional logic.

The entry on paraconsistent logic in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [13]
thoroughly motivates paraconsistent logics by arguing that some domains do contain incon-
sistencies, but this should not make meaningful reasoning impossible. An example from
computer science is that in large knowledge bases an inconsistency can easily occur if just
one data point is entered wrong. A reasoning system based on such a database needs a
meaningful way to deal with the inconsistency. Many other examples are mentioned from
philosophy, linguistics, automated reasoning and mathematics. A recent book [1] looks at
paraconsistency in the domain of engineering. There is no one paraconsistent logic to rule
them all – there are many logics which can be used in different contexts. The encyclopedia
gives a taxonomy of paraconsistent logics consisting of discussive logics, non-adjunctive
systems, preservationism, adaptive logics, logics of formal inconsistency, relevant logics and
many-valued logics.
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5:2 New Formalized Results on the Meta-Theory of a Paraconsistent Logic

Table 1 This table shows where the results of this paper have been conjectured and where their
formal and informal proofs have previously been presented.

Results in Conjecture Formal proof Informal proof
Section 4 Jensen and Villadsen [10] Villadsen and me [23, 24] the present paper
Section 5 Jensen and Villadsen [10] the present paper the present paper
Section 6 Villadsen and me [23, 24] the present paper the present paper

The logic considered here is the propositional fragment of a paraconsistent infinite-valued
higher-order logic by Villadsen [19, 21, 20, 22] and more recently Jensen and Villadsen in an
extended abstract [10]. The propositional logic, here called V, has a semantics with the two
classical truth values and countably infinitely many non-classical truth values. When U is a
subset of the non-classical truth values, VU is the logic defined the same as V except for the
restriction that its non-classical truth values are only those in U . This does not require any
change of the semantics of V’s logical operators because they are defined in a way such that
when their domain is restricted then their range is similarly restricted. In VU with a finite
U , one can find out whether a formula p is valid by enumerating enough interpretations that
they cover all possible assignments of the propositional symbols in p. This approach does
not work in V since there are infinitely many such interpretations. This paper shows that it
is enough to consider the models in VU for a finite U , but that the size of U depends on the
formula considered.

The contents of this paper are as follows:
Section 2 defines and formalizes V. It gives an example of paraconsistency in the logic.
Section 3 defines and formalizes VU .
Section 4 proves and formalizes that for any formula p there is a finite U such that if p is
valid in VU , it is also valid in V. This allows the question of validity in V to be solved by
a finite enumeration of interpretations.
Section 5 proves and formalizes the new result that if |U | = |W |, then VU and VW

consider the same formulas valid.
Section 6 shows the new result that, to answer the question of validity in V, one cannot
fix a finite valued VU once and for all because there exists a formula π|U | that is valid in
this logic but not in V. In other words, despite the result in Section 4, V is a different
logic than any finite valued VU .

The formalization in Sections 2 and 3 was previously presented in a book chapter [23] and
a paper [24] by Villadsen and myself. The result in Section 4 had already been conjectured by
Jensen and Villadsen [10], but was, to the best of my knowledge, first proved and formalized
in the mentioned book chapter [23] and paper [24]. The results in Section 5 were also
conjectured by Jensen and Villadsen [10], but the results are, to the best of my knowledge,
proved and formalized in the present paper for the first time. The result in Section 6 was
conjectured by Villadsen and myself [24] and is, to the best of my knowledge, proved and
formalized in the present paper for the first time except for a brief mention in the abstract of
a talk by me [14]. For a summary of the appearances of the results see Table 1. Thus, there
are no previous informal proofs to refer to for these results, and this paper will therefore both
present the formalization of these results and their informal proofs. The full formalization
is available online – 1500 lines of code are already in an Archive of Formal Proofs entry by
Villadsen and myself [17], and the 800 lines corresponding to Sections 5 and 6 [16] will be
added later. To make the paper easier to read, its notation is slightly different from the
formalization.
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2 A Paraconsistent Infinite-Valued Logic

The paraconsistent infinite-valued propositional logic V has two classical truth values, namely
true (•) and false (◦). These are called the determinate truth values. True (•) is the only
designated value. The logic also has countably many different non-classical truth values (p,
pp, ppp, . . . ) [10]. These are called the indeterminate truth values. This is represented as a
datatype tv.

datatype tv = Det bool | Indet nat

Det True and Det False represent • and ◦ respectively, and constructor Indet maps each
natural number (0, 1, 2, . . . ) to the corresponding indeterminate truth value (p, pp, ppp, . . . ).

The propositional symbols of V are strings of a finite alphabet. Here, the symbols are
denoted as p, q, r, . . . . Interpretations are functions from propositional symbols into truth
values. The formulas of the logic are built from the propositional symbols and operators
¬, ∧, ⇔ and ↔ as well as a symbol for truth >. To make them distinguishable, the
logical operators in the paraconsistent logic are bold, while Isabelle/HOL’s logical operators
are not (e.g. ¬, ∧, ∨, ←→). ⇔ represents equality whereas ¬, ∧ and ↔ are designed to
be generalizations of their classical counterparts. In the Isabelle/HOL formalization, the
formulas are defined by a datatype fm, with a constructor for atomic formulas consisting
of propositional symbols and with constructors for each of the operators. Additionally, a
number of derived operators are defined:

⊥ ≡ ¬ >
p ∨ q ≡ ¬ (¬ p ∧ ¬ q)
p ⇒ q ≡ p ⇔ (p ∧ q)
p → q ≡ p ↔ (p ∧ q)
� p ≡ p ⇔ >

¬¬ p ≡ � (¬ p)
p ∧∧ q ≡ � (p ∧ q)
p ∨∨ q ≡ � (p ∨ q)
∆ p ≡ (� p) ∨∨ (p ⇔ ⊥)
∇ p ≡ ¬¬ (∆ p)

In the semantics, Villadsen motivated the different cases by equalities of classical logic
that also hold in V [19]. These motivating equalities are shown to the right of their case:

eval i x = i x if x is a propositional symbol
eval i > = •

eval i (¬ p) =


• if eval i p = ◦ > ⇔ ¬ ⊥

◦ if eval i p = • ⊥ ⇔ ¬ >

eval i p otherwise

eval i (p ∧ q) =



eval i p if eval i p = eval i q p ⇔ p ∧ p

eval i q if eval i p = • q ⇔ > ∧ q

eval i p if eval i q = • p ⇔ p ∧ >

◦ otherwise

TYPES 2018
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eval i (p ⇔ q) =

 • if eval i p = eval i q

◦ otherwise

eval i (p ↔ q) =



• if eval i p = eval i q > ⇔ p ↔ p

eval i q if eval i p = • q ⇔ > ↔ q

eval i p if eval i q = • p ⇔ p ↔ >

eval i (¬ q) if eval i p = ◦ ¬q ⇔ ⊥ ↔ q

eval i (¬ p) if eval i q = ◦ ¬ p ⇔ p ↔ ⊥

◦ otherwise

Among the derived operators �, ∆ and ∇ are of special interest. � maps • to • and any
other value to ◦. In other words � p states “p is true”. Similarly ∆ p states “p is determinate”
and ∇ p states “p is indeterminate”.

The other operators can be divided in two groups – general operators (¬, ∧, ∨ and ↔)
and purely determinate operators (¬¬, ∧∧, ∨∨ and ⇔). The general operators behave as
expected on determinate values, and this behavior is generalized to indeterminate values.
Consider for example the truth table in V{p,pp} for ∨:

∨ • ◦ p pp

• • • • •
◦ • ◦ p pp
p • p p •
pp • pp • pp

The purely determinate operators also behave as expected on determinate values, and
their behavior generalizes to indeterminate values – however this time in such a way that
they always return a determinate truth value. Consider for example the truth table in V{p,pp}
for ∨∨:

∨∨ • ◦ p pp

• • • • •
◦ • ◦ ◦ ◦
p • ◦ ◦ •
pp • ◦ • ◦

Validity is defined in the usual way, i.e. a formula is valid if it is true in all interpretations.

definition valid :: “ fm ⇒ bool”
where
“ valid p ≡ ∀ i. eval i p = •”

Weber [25] explains that the literature contains two competing views on paraconsistency.
One states that a logic is paraconsistent iff some formulas p and q exists such that p,¬ p 6` q.
Another view states that a logic is paraconsistent iff some formulas p and q exist such that
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` p, ` ¬ p and 6` q. The logic V is paraconsistent with respect to the first of these views.
Note that with this definition, paraconsistency is a property of entailment. Villadsen [21, 19]
instead encodes this as the non-validity of a formula (p ∧ (¬ p)) ⇒ q. This formula is not
valid in V since it has e.g. the counter-model mapping p to p and q to ◦. If one insists on a
notion of entailment it can, for finite sets of formulas, simply be introduced by defining that
p1, . . . , pn ` q iff p1 ∧ . . .∧ pn⇒ q is valid [21, 20]. With this definition it follows that V is
paraconsistent because then the above non-validity implies that there exist formulas p and q
such that p,¬ p 6` q.

3 Paraconsistent Finite-Valued Logics

For any set U of indeterminate truth values, the logic VU is defined as follows: VU is
defined in the same way as V, except that it has a different notion of interpretations. An
interpretation in VU is a function from propositional symbols to the set {•, ◦} ∪U instead of
to the type of all truth values.

A function domain constructs {•, ◦} ∪ U from a set of natural numbers:

definition domain :: “ nat set ⇒ tv set”
where
“ domain U ≡ {Det True, Det False} ∪ Indet ‘ U”

Here, Indet ‘ U denotes the image of Indet on U . Notice that in the formalization, U is a
set of natural numbers rather than a set of indeterminate values. This is only because it
is less tedious to write {0, 1, 2} than {Indet 0, Indet 1, Indet 2} and because being able to
write domain {Indet 0, •} is rather pointless since • is added by domain anyway. For the
same reasons, I will from now on also write e.g. V{0,1,2} rather than V{Indet 0, Indet 1, Indet 2}.
The function is called domain because in the higher-order version of V one can use the truth
values as the domain of discourse.

The notion of being valid in VU is formalized. The expression range i denotes the function
range of i.

definition valid_in :: “ nat set ⇒ fm ⇒ bool”
where
“ valid_in U p ≡ ∀ i. range i ⊆ domain U −→ eval i p = •”

It is clear that validity in V implies validity in any VU .

theorem valid_valid_in: assumes “ valid p” shows “ valid_in U p”

Proof. If p is valid in V, it is true in all interpretations and thus in particular those with the
desired range. Therefore p is valid in VU . J

The set U can be finite or infinite. The former case in particular will be of interest in the
following sections.

4 A Reduction from Validity in V to Validity in VU

When U is finite, one can find out if a formula is valid by considering all the different
cases of what an interpretation might map the formula’s propositional symbols to. As an
example, consider the formula (p ∧ (¬ p)) → q in the logic V∅, which corresponds to classical
propositional logic.

TYPES 2018
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proposition “ valid_in ∅ ((p ∧ (¬ p)) → q)”
unfolding valid_in_def

proof (rule; rule)
fix i :: “ id ⇒ tv”
assume “ range i ⊆ domain ∅”
then have

“ i p ∈ {•, ◦}”
“ i q ∈ {•, ◦}”

unfolding domain_def
by auto

then show “ eval i ((p ∧ (¬ p)) → q) = •”
by (cases “ i p” ; cases “ i q”) auto

qed

For V this approach does not work, since there are infinitely many truth values. This
section overcomes the problem by showing that there exists a finite subset of the interpret-
ations in VU that it is enough to enumerate. The idea is that looking at the semantics of
V reveals that there is a lot of symmetry between the indeterminate truth values p, pp, ppp, . . .
Specifically, the indeterminate values are all different and can be told apart using ⇔, but
none of them play any special role compared with the others. Intuitively, this means that
one just needs to consider enough interpretations to ensure that one has considered all
different possibilities of interpreting the different pairs of propositional symbols as either
different or equal indeterminate truth values. Therefore it is only necessary to consider
enough truth values to ensure that this is possible and thus, for any formula p, it should be
sufficient to consider all the interpretations in the logic VU , where |U | is at least the number
of propositional symbols in p.

The first step towards proving this is to prove that interpretations that agree on the
propositional symbols occurring in a formula also evaluate the formula to the same result.
The set of propositional symbols occurring is defined recursively by the following equations:

props > = {}
props x = {x} if x is a propositional symbol
props (¬ p) = props p
props (p ∧ q) = props p ∪ props q
props (p ⇔ q) = props p ∪ props q
props (p ↔ q) = props p ∪ props q

Hereafter, the mentioned property is proved:

lemma relevant_props: assumes “ ∀ s ∈ props p. i1 s = i2 s” shows “ eval i1 p = eval i2 p”

Proof. Follows by induction on the formula and the definitions of props and eval. J

The next step is to consider an interpretation i in V and see that it behaves the same as a
corresponding interpretation in VU . The idea is that i can be changed to an interpretation in
VU by applying a function from nat into U to the indeterminate values that the interpretation
returns.

Given a function f of type nat ⇒ nat and an interpretation, its application f x to a
truth value x is defined as

f x =
{
x if x is determinate
Indet (f n) if x = Indet n
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A function can also be applied to an interpretation:

f i = λs. f (i s)

If f is an injection, then applying f to the result or to the interpretation gives the same
result when evaluating a formula.

lemma eval_change: assumes “ inj f” shows “ eval (f i) p = f (eval i p)”

Proof. The proof is by induction on the formula. In each inductive case the formula consists
of one of the (non-derived) logical constructors and a number of immediate subformulas.
Now look at how the semantics for that logical constructor was defined. For each operator,
consider the different cases of what the subformulas could evaluate to under i as specified
in the semantics. Doing this generates all in all 17 different cases. Consider for instance
the semantics’ “otherwise”-case for p ↔ q. Here, it is the case that eval i p 6= eval i q
and that there exists a natural number n such that eval i p = Indet n and some m such
that eval i q = Indet m. Hence Indet n 6= Indet m and therefore n 6= m. Since f is
injective, also f n 6= f m and Indet (f n) 6= Indet (f m). The induction hypotheses are
eval (f i) p = f (eval i p) and eval (f i) q = f (eval i q). Consider the first one. Here it is the
case that eval (f i) p = f (eval i p) = f (Indet n) = Indet (f n). Likewise from the second
it follows that eval (f i) q = f (eval i q) = f (Indet m) = Indet (f m). This implies that
eval (f i) p 6= eval (f i) q. From this and the semantics of ↔ follows eval (f i) (p ↔ q) = ◦.
Likewise, from eval i p 6= eval i q and the semantics of ↔ follows eval i (p ↔ q) = ◦. These
two facts allow us to establish eval (f i) (p ↔ q) = ◦ = f ◦ = f (eval i (p ↔ q)). And this
part of the proof is done. This was just one out of the 17 cases mentioned above. For the
rest I refer to the formalization. J

Writing out all 17 cases mentioned above would be tedious and checking all of them by hand
requires discipline. Therefore, there is always the danger of overlooking a needed argument,
because one case looked similar to another but really was not. Formalization enforces this
discipline.

Now it is time to prove that if there are at least as many indeterminate truth values in U
as the number of propositional symbols in p, then the validity of p in VU implies the validity
of p in V. The lemma is expressed using Isabelle/HOL’s card function, which for finite sets
returns their cardinality and for infinite sets returns 0.

theorem valid_in_valid:
assumes “ card U ≥ card (props p)”
assumes “ valid_in U p”
shows “ valid p”

Proof. p is proved valid by fixing an arbitrary interpretation i: First, obtain an injection f
of type nat ⇒ nat such that f maps any value in i ‘ (props p) to a value in domain U . This
is possible because |domain U | ≥ |props p|.

Now define the following interpretation:

i′ s =
{

(f i) s if s ∈ props p
• otherwise

From the properties of f and definition of i′ it follows that range i′ ⊆ domain U and then by
the validity of p in U it follows that eval i′ p = •. Furthermore, i′ and f i coincide on all

TYPES 2018
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symbols in p, and therefore, by the lemma relevant_props, it also follows that eval (f i) p = •.
Now from eval_change follows that f (eval i p) = •. By definition of the application of a
nat ⇒ nat to a truth-value it is the case that eval i p = •. Thus any interpretation evaluates
to • and therefore the formula is valid. J

theorem valid_iff_valid_in:
assumes “ card U ≥ card (props p)”
shows “ valid p ←→ valid_in U p”

Proof. Follows from valid_valid_in and valid_in_valid. J

5 Sets of Equal Cardinality Define the Same Logic

Recall that while the indeterminate values are all different and can be told apart using ⇔,
none of them play any special role compared to the others. Therefore one would expect VU

and VW to be the same when U and W have the same cardinality. In the same way, consider
what happens when |U | < |W |. In this case one can think of VU as being VW with some
truth values, and thus interpretations, removed. Removing interpretations only makes it
easier for a formula to be valid and thus any formula that is valid in VW should also be valid
in VU .

Isabelle/HOL defines inj_on such that inj_on f A expresses that f is an injection
from A into the return type of f . In order to be able to talk about one set having smaller
cardinality than another, it is useful to also define the notion of an injection from a set into
another set.

definition inj_from_to :: “ ( ′a ⇒ ′b) ⇒ ′a set ⇒ ′b set ⇒ bool” where
“ inj_from_to f X Y ≡ inj_on f X ∧ f ‘ X ⊆ Y”

The lemma eval_change is generalized from the type nat to sets of nats.

lemma eval_change_inj_on:
assumes “ inj_on f U”
assumes “ range i ⊆ domain U”
shows “ eval (f i) p = f (eval i p)”

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of eval_change. J

This is enough to prove the following lemma:

lemma inj_from_to_valid_in:
assumes “ inj_from_to f W U”
assumes “ valid_in U p”
shows “ valid_in W p”

Proof. The plan is to fix an arbitrary interpretation in VW and prove that it makes p true.
First, realize that range (f i) ⊆ domain U ; this follows from the fact that for any x it is the
case that (f i) x = f (i x) and here the application of i will give an element in domain W

and then the application of f will give an element in domain U . Therefore eval (f i) p = •
by the validity of p in VU . Then use eval_change_inj_on to get that f (eval i p) = • and
then from the definition of the application of f to a truth value that eval i p = •. J

It is now time to prove that if U and W have equal cardinality, they define the same
logic.
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lemma bij_betw_valid_in:
assumes “ bij_betw f U W”
shows “ valid_in U p ←→ valid_in W p”

Proof. f is an injection from U into W . f− is an injection from W into U . The lemma
therefore follows from inj_from_to_valid_in. J

6 The Difference Between V and VU for a Finite U

Section 4 showed that the question of the validity of p in V can be reduced to the question
of its validity in V{0..<|prop p|}, where {n..<m} = {k | n ≤ k < m} for any n and m. This
section shows that this does not mean that V collapses to a finite valued VU . The approach
is to demonstrate a formula that is true in V0..n but false in V. The formula is called the
pigeonhole formula. For n = 3 the pigeonhole formula π3 is

π3 = ∇x0∧∧∇x1∧∧∇x2 ⇒ (x0⇔x1)∨∨(x0⇔x2)∨∨(x0⇔x1).

I.e. it states that, assuming that x0, x1 and x2 refer to indeterminate values, two of them will
be the same. This is of course not true in an interpretation where they map to three different
values, but if one only considers two indeterminate values there are no such interpretations.
Therefore the formula is not valid in general but it is valid in V{p, pp}. Propositions x0 and x1
and x2 can be thought of as pigeons and the values p and pp as pigeonholes.

In order to define the formula for any n, first define the conjunction and disjunction of
any list [p1, . . . , pn] of formulas:

[∧∧][p1, . . . , pn] = p1∧∧ · · ·∧∧pn

[∨∨][p1, . . . , pn] = p1∨∨ · · ·∨∨pn

Extend ∇to a symbol that characterizes lists of indeterminate values:

[∇][p1, . . . , pn] = [∧∧][∇p1, . . . ,∇pn]

Given two sets S1 and S2, the concept of their cartesian product S1 × S2 is well known.
Their off-diagonal product is defined as

S1 ×off-diag S2 = {(s1, s2) ∈ S1 × S2 | s1 6= s2}

Isabelle/HOL offers the function List.product of type ′a list⇒ ′a list⇒ (′a× ′a) list, which
implements the cartesian product on lists representing sets. From this the list off-diagonal
product is defined:

L1 ×off-diag L2 = filter (λ(x, y). x 6= y) (List.product L1L2)

The list off-diagonal product is used to introduce equivalence existence, which given a list of
formulas expresses that two of the formulas in the list are equivalent.

[∃ =][p1, . . . , pn] = [∨∨]([=]((p1, . . . , pn)×off-diag (p1, . . . , pn)))

where

[=][(p11, p12), . . . , (pn1, pn2)] = p11⇔p12, . . . , pn1⇔pn2

Let x0, x1, x2, ... be a sequence of different variables. These will form the pigeonholes.
Implication, ∇, equivalence existence and the pigeonholes are combined to form the pigeonhole
formula:

πn = [∇][x0, · · · , xn−1]⇒[∃ =][x0, · · · , xn−1]

TYPES 2018
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6.1 πn is not valid in V
In order to prove that the pigeonhole formula is not valid, a counter-model for it is demon-
strated. This counter-model is in V{0..<n} and is thus also a counter-model for the validity of
the pigeonhole formula in V{0..<n}. The counter-model for pigeonhole formula number n is

cn(y) =
{

Indet i if y = xi and i < n

• otherwise

In order to prove that it indeed is a counter-model of the pigeonhole formula, a number
of lemmas are introduced that characterize the semantics of the formula’s components:

lemma cla_false_Imp:
assumes “ eval i a = •”
assumes “ eval i b = ◦”
shows “ eval i (a ⇒ b) = ◦”

Proof. Follows directly from the involved definitions. J

lemma eval_CON :
“ eval i ([∧∧] ps) = Det (∀ p ∈ set ps. eval i p = •)”

Proof. Note that set ps denotes the set of members in the list ps. The lemma follows by
induction on the list ps from the involved definitions. J

lemma eval_DIS :
“ eval i ([∨∨] ps) = Det (∃ p ∈ set ps. eval i p = •)”

Proof. Follows by induction on the list ps from the involved definitions. J

lemma eval_ExiEql:
“ eval i ([∃ =] ps) = Det (∃ (p1, p2)∈(set ps ×off-diag set ps). eval i p1 = eval i p2)”

Proof. Follows from the definition of [∃ =], the definition of ×off-diag and eval_DIS . J

is_indet t is defined to be true iff t is indeterminate. Likewise is_det t is true iff t is
determinate.

lemma eval_Nab: “ eval i (∇ p) = Det (is_indet (eval i p))”

Proof. Follows directly from the involved definitions. J

lemma eval_NAB:
“ eval i ([∇] ps) = Det (∀ p ∈ set ps. is_indet (eval i p))”

Proof. Follows from the definition of [∇], eval_CON and eval_Nab. J

With this one can prove that the pigeonhole formula is false under the cn counter-model.

lemma interp_of_id_pigeonhole_fm_False: “ eval cn πn = ◦”

Proof. The lemma cla_false_Imp states that an implication can be proved false by prov-
ing its antecedent true and conclusion false. Start by proving the antecedent true: The
antecedent is [∇][x0, . . . , xn−1], and this means that all the variables in x0, . . . , xn−1 should
refer to indeterminate values, which indeed they do by the definition of cn. The conclusion
[∃ =][x0, . . . , xn−1] is proved false using eval_ExiEql, which reduces the problem to proving
that no pair of different symbols among x0, . . . , xn−1 evaluate to the same. That follows from
how cn is defined. J
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From this follows that the pigeonhole formula is not valid:

theorem not_valid_pigeonhole_fm: “¬ valid πn”

Proof. Follows from interp_of_id_pigeonhole_fm_False. J

It follows that the pigeonhole formula is not valid in U{0..<n}:

theorem not_valid_in_n_pigeonhole_fm: “¬ valid_in {0 ..<n} πn”

Proof. From cn’s definition follows that range cn ⊆ domain {0..<n}. It follows that πn is
not valid in U{0..<n} by interp_of_id_pigeonhole_fm_False and the definition of validity
in U{0..<n} J

6.2 πn is valid in V{0..<m} for m < n

In order to prove that πn is valid in V{0..<m} for m < n, a new lemma on the semantics of
an implication is needed:

lemma cla_imp_I :
assumes “ is_det (eval i a)”
assumes “ is_det (eval i b)”
assumes “ eval i a = • =⇒ eval i b = •”
shows “ eval i (a ⇒ b) = •”

Proof. Not surprisingly, it follows directly from the involved definitions. J

∇ and [∃ =] returning determinate values is also needed.

lemma is_det_NAB: “ is_det (eval i ([∇] ps))”

Proof. The lemma follows from eval_NAB. J

lemma is_det_ExiEql: “ is_det (eval i ([∃ =] ps))”

Proof. The lemma follows from eval_ExiEql. J

Moreover the pigeonhole principle is needed. This theorem is part of Isabelle/HOL in the
following formulation:

lemma pigeonhole: “ card A > card (f ‘ A) =⇒ ¬ inj_on f A”

It states that if the image of f on A is of smaller cardinality than A, then f cannot be
an injection. From this follows a more specific formulation of the principle, which will be
applied:

lemma pigeon_hole_nat_set:
assumes “ f ‘ {0 ..<n} ⊆ {0 ..<m}”
assumes “m < (n :: nat)”
shows “ ∃ j1∈{0 ..<n}. ∃ j2∈{0 ..<n}. j1 6= j2 ∧ f j1 = f j2”

Proof. From the assumptions follows that card {0..<n} > card {0..<m} ≥ card (f ‘ {0..<n}).
Therefore pigeonhole is applicable and the conclusion follows immediately. J

The pigeonhole formula will evaluate to true in any interpretation with truth values in
V{0..m} where m < n− 1:

TYPES 2018
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lemma eval_true_in_lt_n_pigeonhole_fm:
assumes “m < n”
assumes “ range i ⊆ domain {0 ..<m}”
shows “ eval i πn = •”

Proof. Apply cla_imp_I to break down the conclusion. The two first assumptions of
cla_imp_I follow from is_det_NAB and is_det_ExiEql, and then what remains is to
prove that the antecedent of πn implies the conclusion of πn. Therefore, assume that the
antecedent, [∇][x0, . . . , xn−1], evaluates to true. From this and eval_NAB follows that
x0, . . . , xn−1 all evaluate to indeterminate values. This, together with the fact that the range
of i is domain {0..<m}, means that i must map any xl where l ∈ {0..<n} to Indet k for
some k ∈ {0..<m}. Therefore, by pigeonhole_nat_set there are j1 < n and j2 < n such that
xj1 and xj2 are different but i evaluates them to the same value. This is by eval_ExiEql
exactly what is required for the conclusion [∃ =][x0, . . . , xn−1] to evaluate to true. J

Therefore the pigeonhole formula must be valid in V{0..<m}.

theorem valid_in_lt_n_pigeonhole_fm:
assumes “m<n”
shows “ valid_in {0 ..<m} (pigeonhole_fm n)”

Proof. Follows immediately from eval_true_in_lt_n_pigeonhole_fm. J

There are many other finite sets than {0..<m}. It is therefore desirable to extend the theorem
to claim that πn is valid in any VU where |U | < n. This can be done using the result from
Section 5:

theorem valid_in_pigeonhole_fm_n_gt_card:
assumes “ finite U”
assumes “ card U < n”
shows “ valid_in U (pigeonhole_fm n)”

Proof. Follows from valid_in_lt_n_pigeonhole_fm and bij_betw_valid_in J

6.3 V is different from VU where U is finite
The previous subsection demonstrated that πn is valid in e.g. VU where |U | = n but not in
V. Therefore the logics are different:

theorem extend: “ valid 6= valid_in U” if “ finite U”

Proof. Follows from valid_in_pigeonhole_fm_n_gt_card and not_valid_pigeonhole_fm.
J

This can be seen as a justification of the infinitely many values in the logic – they cannot
once and for all be replaced by a finite subset. The reduction in Section 4 only worked
because there the size of U depended on the considered formula.

7 Discussion and Related Work

My previous paper with Villadsen [24] contains a thorough discussion of related work giving
an overview of various many-valued logics that have been formalized in Isabelle/HOL. I will
refrain from repeating the section here and mention again only the most pertinent works
namely by Marcos [12] and Steen and Benzmüller [18]. Marcos developed an ML program
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that can generate proof tactics; these tactics implement tableaux that can prove theorems in
various finitely many-valued logics. Steen and Benzmüller defined a shallow embedding of the
many-valued SIXTEEN logic into classical HOL. That the embedding is shallow means that
the authors give formulas in SIXTEEN meaning by translating them to logical expressions of
classical HOL. The authors can then use a theorem prover for HOL to prove these formulas.
Benzmüller and Woltzenlogel Paleo [5] used the same approach to embed several higher-order
modal logics and also showed the approach applied to a sketch of a paraconsistent logic.
Several other logics have been embedded in HOL in this way, including conditional logics by
Benzmüller, Gabbay, Genovese and Rispoli [2], quantified multimodal logics by Benzmüller
and Paulson [3], first-order nominal logic by Steen and Wisniewski [26] and free logic by
Benzmüller and Scott [4]. In contrast, the formalization in this paper is a deep – rather than
shallow – embedding of V i.e. formulas in the logic are expressed as values in HOL and a
semantics is formalized that gives meaning to these formulas. This formalization thus defines
datatypes for formulas and a semantics rather than a tableau or a translation.

Theorems stating that a logic cannot be characterized by finite-valued matrices are
quite common in the literature on non-classical logics. For instance, Gödel [8] proved
that intuitionistic logic cannot be characterized by finite-valued matrices and Dugundji [7]
proved that neither can any of the modal logics S1-S5. Carnielli, Coniglio and Marcos [6]
characterize the logics of formal inconsistency which are paraconsistent logics that have a
so-called consistency operator, such as the ∆ operator of V. The authors also prove that a
number of these logics cannot be characterized by finite-valued matrices.

A noteworthy characteristic of the present formalization is that all proofs were built from
the ground up in the proof assistant – they were not based on any preexisting proofs. Proof
assistants make it very clear when a proof is finished, and one does not have to reread it over
and over to see if everything adds up. Furthermore, in the development I tried out different
definitions of the implication used in the pigeonhole formula and the proof assistant was very
helpful in checking that the changes did not break any proofs. Proof assistants of course
ensure correctness of proofs. Many times I stated lemmas and proved them directly in the
proof assistant. Other times the insurance of correctness was a hindrance in that on the
way to a correct proof it was helpful to state lemmas that were “mostly correct” and whose
expressions “mostly type checked”, i.e. I abstracted away from some of the details. This was
often better done on a piece of paper than in the proof assistant. However, after this process
was done, it was definitely worth returning to the proof assistant to see if the “mostly correct”
proof held up to the challenge of being formalized and thus turned into a correct proof.

The propositional fragment of a paraconsistent infinite-valued higher-order logic has now
been formalized. The formalization only considers the case where the logic has a countably
infinite set of indeterminate truth values. It could also be interesting to prove and formalize
theorems about what happens in case an uncountably infinite type of indeterminate truth
values is allowed. This could be done by replacing nat in the definition of tv with some
uncountably infinite type T . Another way would be to replace nat with a type variable
that could then be instantiated with nat or T . With this in place, I conjecture it would
be possible to prove that the formulas that are valid with respect to nat are the same as
those that are valid with respect to an uncountably infinite type T . My argument in the
one direction is that if the formula is valid in T then it must also be valid in nat since there
is an injection from nat to T , and thus it should be possible to make a generalization of
inj_from_to_valid_in that covers the case of uncountable infinity. In the other direction I
would argue that since the cardinality of T is larger than any props p one should be able to
reuse the proof of valid_in_valid to prove that if p is valid with respect to T then it is also
valid with respect to nat.
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Another obvious next step would be to formalize the whole paraconsistent higher-order
logic. The basis of such an endeavor could be the formalizations of HOL Light in HOL
Light and HOL4 by respectively Harrison [9] and Kumar et al. [11]. The challenge is to
give a semantics to the language. In the formalization in HOL4 this is done by abstractly
specifying set theory in HOL. The same specification could be used for giving a semantics to
the paraconsistent higher-order logic.

8 Conclusion

This paper formalizes Villadsen’s paraconsistent infinite-valued logic V and the |U |-valued
logics VU as well as proves and formalizes several meta-theorems of the logic. One meta-
theorem shows that, for any formula, the question of its validity in V can be reduced to the
question of its validity in VU for a large enough finite U . The other meta-theorems, to my
knowledge not previously proved or formalized, characterize how the number of truth-values
affects truths of the logic. One of them shows that when |U | = |W | then VU has the same
truths as VW . Another shows that for any finite U it is the case that V and VU are different
logics. The theory was developed in parallel with its formalization. This illustrates that
proof assistants can be used as tools, not only for formalizing established results, but also for
developing new results – in this case the meta-theory of a logic.
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